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A forbidden substructure characterization of Gauss codes 
LÁSZLÓ LOVÁSZ and MORRIS L. MARX 
. GAUSS [2; pp. 272, 282—286] considered the following problem. Given a closed 
curve in the plane which is normal, i.e., lies in general position. Label the crossing 
points of the curve. The Gauss code of the curve is the word obtained by proceeding 
along the curve and noting each crossing point label as it is traversed. In the resulting 
word, every label occurs exactly twice. The problem is to characterize those words 
which are Gauss codes. Such words will be called here realizable. For a brief history 
of the work on the problem see [3; pp. 71—73]. In that reference, GRÜNBAUM says, 
"Solutions of the characterization problem have been found recently (TREYBIG 
[6], MARX [ 4 ] ) ; however, they are of the same aesthetically rather unsatisfactory 
character as MacLane's criterion for the planarity of graphs. A characterization of 
Gauss codes in the spirit of the Kuratowski criterion for planarity of graphs is still 
missing." This work is an attempt to supply the "missing" criterion. The reader must 
be the judge of the aesthetic merits. Note that our characterization does meet 
EDMONDS' criterion [ 1 ] for a "good characterization". 
The authors wish to thank Donald Greenwell for numerous stimulating con-
versations on this problem. 
In the sequel, the symbols that make up a word are called letters and are denoted 
by capital Roman letters. Words and sequences of consecutive letters within a word 
are denoted by lower case Greek letters. For our purposes, two cyclic rearrangements 
of a word are equivalent. Given a word a, |a| is the number of letters in a. 
L e m m a 1. Let A, A', B, B' be non-vertices on a normal planar curve G. Suppose 
no pair of edges (different from those containing A, A', B, B') separates A from A' 
and B from B'. Suppose G can be imbedded so that A and A' are on the boundary of the 
same face; similarly assume that G can be imbedded with B and B' on the same face. 
Then G has ah imbedding with A and A' on the same face boundary and B and B' 
on the same face boundary. Also, the directions of the curve at A and A', relative to 
each other, are the same as in the hypothesized imbedding; similarly for B and B'. 
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P r o o f . We use induction on the number of vertices. 
I. Assume no two vertices of G can be separated by two edges. Then it is well 
known (see [5]) that the imbedding of G is essentially unique in the sense that the 
boundaries of faces are uniquely determined. Thus the assertion is trivial. 
II. Assume there is a pair e,f of edges separating two vertices. There are three 
cases to consider. 
Ha. Suppose e,f separate no two of A, A', B, B'. Let Gx be the component of 
G—e—f containing A, A', B, B' and G2 the other. Let us replace G2, e,f by an edge j 
connecting the endpoints of e and / i n Gj. This way a new normal planar curve G', 
containing A, A', B, B', arises. Moreover, G' has imbeddings with A and A' (B and 
B') on one face. Hence by induction, G' has an imbedding with A and A' on the same 
face and B and B' on the same face. Clearly we can replace j by e U G2 U/, obtaining 
an imbedding of G with the same property; further, the directions are as desired. 
lib. Suppose e,f separate e.g. A from A', B, B'. Let Gx be the component of 
G—e—f containing A', B, B' and G2 the other. Replace G2, e , / b y an arc j connecting 
the endpoints of e a n d / in Gx as above to obtain a curve G'. Select a point A" on j. 
Then the hypothesized imbeddings of G yield an imbedding of G' with A' and A" 
on the same face and another one with B and B' on the same face. It is easy to see 
that no pair of edges separates A' from A" and B from B'. Therefore, G' has an imbed-
ding with A' and A" on the same face and, with B and B' on the same face, 
by the induction hypothesis. In this imbedding A must be on the boundary of one 
of the two faces adjacent to e.f. Thus, replacing / by e IJ G2 U/(and "flipping over" 
G2 if necessary) we obtain the desired imbedding of G. The directions are again easily 
seen to be as desired. 
lie. Assume e,f separate two of A, A', B, B' from the other two. By the 
assumption, they must separate {A, A'} from {B, B'}. Then we can imbed the compo-
nent of G—e—f containing A and A' as in the hypothesized imbedding with A and A' 
on one face. We can imbed the other component as in the other hypothesized 
imbedding, and thus obtain the required imbedding of G. 
D e f i n i t i o n . 
(1) For a word co=AaAfi we define the vertex split at A to be the word ojA=a~1p. 
(2) For a word co=AuAfi we define the loop removal at A to be the word obtained 
by deleting A and both occurrences of the letters in a. 
(3) A subword of a word co is any word obtained by a sequence of vertex splits 
and loop removals. 
(4) A word co has the parity condition if between the two occurrences of any 
letter there are an even number of letters. 
(5) A word co has the biparity condition if given any unlinked vertices A, B 
with co=A<xAfiBPBy, a and /? have an even number of letters in common. 
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The parity and biparity conditions are independent, necessary for planarity, 
but not sufficient (e.g. consider the word ABCDEFBADCFE). 
L e m m a 2. Suppose co=ActAnB^By has coA and (oB realizable and a, and ft 
have an even number of letters in common. If we cannot factor a=axa2 and /?= 
(the factors are assumed non-empty) so that a1; ¡i have no letters in common with 
a2, Bx, y, then 03 is realizable. 
P r o o f . Realize AaApfi~1y (a.~xnBfiBy, respectively) and then split B (A, res-
pectively). We get two realizations of Au~1A'nBP~1B'y, one with A and A' on the 
same face, one with B and B' on the same face. If some pair of edges separated A from 
A' and B from B', we. could get a factorization such as we have ruled out. Thus, 
Lemma 1 applies and there is a realization with A and A' on the same face boundary; 
also B and B'. The directions are also proper for reconnection. 
Let r be an arc from A to A' and A an arc from B to B', each spanning the face 
of which the points in question are boundary points. We may assume A and r inter-
sect in at most one point. We show they are disjoint. Let Tl be the arc from A to A' 
corresponding to a - 1 ; similarly Ax. Then rUT1 and AUA1 are closed curves inter-
secting in an even number of points. The intersections correspond to the common 
letters in a and ft — even in number — and the intersections of T1 and Ax. Thus 
riDA1 = (p. Reconnect A and A' along J \ and B and B' along Au giving a real-
ization of CO. 
C o r o l l a r y . Suppose <x>=AaAiiBfSBy is not realizable but coA and mB are. Also 
a. and p have an even number of letters in common. The following are ruled out 
(1) co = AX—A—BX—B—, 
(2) m = A — A — X — B — B — X — , 
(3) (o = AX—A—B—B—X—, 
(4) co = AX— Y—Z—A—B Y—X—Z—B—. 
D e f i n i t i o n . We say co is critical if it fails to be realizable, but its every vertex 
split is realizable. 
L e m m a 3. Suppose co=AaBflAyB8 is critical, has biparity, and all letters of a. 
and y are contained in 5. Then a is empty if and only if y is empty. 
P r o o f . Suppose e.g. a = 0 and y^0. We have 03=ABfiAy1XB51X8i. Apply 
Lemma 2 (1) to A and X, and obtain a contradiction. The case y=0 is similar. 
L e m m a 4. Suppose (o=AaBfi Ay B8 is critical and satisfies the parity and biparity 
conditions and all letters of a. and y are contained in 8. Then a and y are both 
empty. 
P r o o f . We may assume from Lemma 3 that both a and y are non-empty. We 
shall obtain the contradiction that co is realizable. 
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Let X and Y be two adjacent letters of a : by Corollary (2) of Lemma 2 the com-
mon letters of a and <5 occur in the same order. Hence we can write co = 
=A<x1XYa2BpAyBd1Xd2Yd3. We show S2=0. To this end note that S2 has n£> letters 
in common with ax or <53, again by Corollary (2). Thus, Lemma 3 applies to co written 
in the form XS2Yd^A^XYa^BfiAyBS1, and so d2=0. We conclude <a = 
—AaB[lAyBE1aE2. Further, by Corollary (3) to Lemma 2, y and si have no letters in 
common. 
By a similar argument, .or by applying the results of the preceding paragraph to 
co~1,weceLnwntQ(o=AxBpAyBAccCyn. From Corollary (2) we know that every letter 
of C occurs in p. Then Corollary (4) applies, where Z i s the first letter of a, B plays the 
role of Y, Z is a letter in £ and /?, and the last letter of y plays the role of B; hence 
C= 0 . Let x-<x1X, y— Yyx. We write (o=Aoc1XBPAYy1BXcc1XYyln. 
From the parity conditions on A, B, X, and Y, we can deduce that has even 
length. From the biparity condition on A and Y we deduce that ft and X have an even 
number of letters in common. 
Now realize a)x=Aa1X'ct~1X~1By~1YAft~iBX"Yy1n. Because of the above 
parity arguments the curve ayX'a^1 and the arc X"Y are inside the A loop and the 
directions are proper for reconnection (see figure). 
We can then reconnect X' and X", getting a relatization of co. This contradiction com-
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
T h e o r e m . Suppose m is critical and satisfies the biparity condition. Then <o= 
=A1A2...AnA1A2...A„; the Aj are distinct, and n is even. 
P r o o f . First we show that either co is in the desired form or it satisfies the parity 
condition. To this end note that for linking vertices A, X, parity on one implies 
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parity on the other. Write AaXfiAyXd. Split X and obtain Aay~1Afi~1 Ö realizable; 
whence (i) |a| = |y|. The parity condition for A is (ii) |a| = |/?| + l ; for X, (iii) |/?j + 1 = |y|. 
Now (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (i) and (iii). Let A be an arbitrary vertex of co. 
If any vertex B fails to link A, split it, and the parity for A is immediate. So consider 
the case where every vertex links A, and, even more in view of the preceding, every 
vertex must link every vertex that links A. The only such words have the form Al... 
...A„A1...A„. If n is odd, co is realizable; so we conclude n is even. 
Now consider a critical co with parity and biparity. We show this must lead to a 
contradiction. First, we recognize that co must have at least two unlinked vertices; 
otherwise it has the form A1...A„A1...A„,n odd, and is realizable. We can select 
two such vertices so that co=AocAB/lBy. Next we establish that a and /? have no com-
mon letters. Let X be the first letter of /? also in a; we can write co = 
=Aoi 1 Xa 2 ABp i xp 2 By. By choice of X, and a2 have no letters in common with 
/?!; by Corollary (2) to Lemma 2, and a2 are disjoint. Thus Lemma 4 applies to 
A and X, and we get the contradiction that Bpx is empty. Finally, we can write 
<o=AYa1ABPBy1 Yy2, but this is ruled out by Corollary (3) of Lemma 2. 
T h e o r e m . A word co is realizable if and only ifit contains no subword of the form 
A1A2...A„A1A2...A„,neven. 
P r o o f . If co is realizable, it is easy to show it has no subword of the above form. 
So suppose co is not realizable. We proceed by induction on the number of 
vertices in co-Tf this number is 2, co=A1A2A1A2, the desired conclusion. So suppose 
the theorem true for all words of <N vertices and let co have N vertices. 
By the induction hypothesis, we can assume co is critical. If co has biparity, apply 
the previous theorem, and the conclusion follows. If co does not have biparity, then 
(0=Aa.AfiCyC8, where a and y have an odd number of points in common. The re-
alizable vertex split coA tells us that y is even. From this, we see that the loop removal 
of A leaves us with a word without parity. Again apply the induction hypothesis. 
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